Audio Description Writers Wanted

Deluxe Media is a global company with clients including major Hollywood studios, networks, and streaming services.

**Audio Description Writers – Freelance**

- Write audio description scripts for feature films / TV / Streaming Media projects.
- Follow Deluxe specific guidelines on description creation with regard to style, formatting, and workflow.

**Qualifications**

- AD Writing experience preferred but not required – all candidates will be tested.
- Previous AD training a plus.
- A sharp sense of how to use words to engage the viewer’s mind and emotions.
- Clear and compelling writing skills and an understanding of how words and images work together.
- A keen eye for recognizing important details in the program that need to be conveyed to visually impaired people.
- An understanding of how to match the tone of the description to the tone of the content.
- Ability to meet occasional tight deadlines.

Interested candidates please submit your resume for consideration to: Deluxe-ADJobs@bydeluxe.com.
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